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• Problems with the arms-length principle

• How does formula apportionment work?

• Is formula apportionment a viable 
alternative?

Outline



Problems with the arms-length principle
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Separate accounting and arm’s 
length pricing

Substantial share of trade between affiliated companies
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OECD/UN guidelines on how to determine ALP
• Treats MNEs as combination of independent enterprises

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vast majority of trade between related parties. Separate accounting: Multinational firms determine profits separately in each tax jurisdiction in which they operateTransactions should be at arm’s length price. ALP: Outcomes achieved from transactions between related parties should resemble outcomes achieved between independent parties.
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Comparable market price often not observable/existent
• Economies of scope and scale, network effects, risk 

assignment … 
• Intangible assets, digitalization,…

Ambiguity 

• Numerous high-stakes 
cases at court

• Differences can lead to 
double (non-)taxation

Complexity

• Large 
compliance and 
administrative 
costs

Vulnerability

• Transfer pricing is a major 
source of tax avoidance (Beer, 
De Mooij and Liu, 2018)

• Particular concern for 
developing countries

What are the problems with
the arm’s length principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three interrelated issues:GlobalizationDigitalizationIntangible value creation…make it increasingly difficult to determine on a transaction basis where value is created.Bearing risk by a given party in the MNE is a fiction (fiction of separate accounts: e.g., assignment of risk to financing subs in low-tax countries (risk is really at group level)); once you don’t have a comparable widget, this becomes a more conceptual mismatch. 
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Source: E. Crivelli, R. De Mooij and M. Keen, 2016, Base erosion and profit shifting in developing 
Countries, Finanzarchiv 72(3).

IMF estimates large revenue losses due to tax
avoidance, especially in developing countries
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How does formula apportionment work?
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1. Consolidation of income
– Disregard intra-group transactions
– Overall base may decrease due

to loss-consolidation

2. Apportionment by factors
– Should be simple to observe and reflect

economic activity
– Common factors discussed are sales, 

capital, or labor 
– Factor weights can vary

3.   Tax rates remain at country’s discretion

S K L

Formula apportionment, 
the basics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sales – destination based principle, capital assets and labor source based.
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• Enhances transparency

• Reduces complexity 
– No need for transaction-based documentation, auditing
– No need for CFC rules, foreign tax credits,..

• Eliminates key channels of tax avoidance
–Debt shifting and transfer (mis)pricing no longer relevant
–Some avoidance might remain (valuation of assets, 

location of sales to third parties)

Attractions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduce the tax system’s complexity and administrative burden on firmsNo allocation of income or expenses across countries for tax purposes. All profits assigned to foreign activities would be exempt, no need forCFC rulesForeign tax creditsTransfer-pricing rules for intra-firm transactionsRemove avoidance opportunitiesTax liabilities allocated by measures of real economic activity in each location, more difficult to manipulate for tax purposesImproved transparency of taxing rights
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• May increase tax competition

• Requires increased coordination
– Which payments are deductible? (cross-financing of welfare state)
– Definition of common base: reduced tax sovereignty?

• Introduces new tax avoidance margins
– Incentive to change corporate group/ ownership structure (gaming both 

assets and sales)
– Global financial income needs to be converted to local tax income
– Misallocation of real factors of production

Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only assets but sales can be gamed – e.g., by substituting sales subs for financing subs in low-tax jurisdictions.  Creates incentive to shift profits between MNEs and separately owned firms. On incentive to shift profits between MNEs, if physical assets are one of the determinants of the location of a multinationals’ profits, a firm might well have an incentive to contract out its manufacturing to independently owned firms in high-tax jurisdictions instead of establishing a manufacturing subsidiary within the firm.In addition, increased incentives for distortion of real activity depending on the formula.
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What are viable alternatives of formula 
apportionment?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outline a few of the options that are on the table
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1. Consolidation of which 
income?

2. What’s an appropriate 
factor (combination)?

3. Who should adopt?

S K L

What are viable alternatives?
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What defines a corporate group?
• Activities or ownership?

Consolidation on activity-by-activity basis
• Administratively difficult
• May lead to litigations on where unitary business ends

Consolidation of total income
• More difficult to align with international tax architecture

Consolidation of which income?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rely on hybrid regimeFocus on problematic parts of income.Intangible returns: Typical structure under ALP: intangible assets owned in low-tax jurisdiction, earn residual profit, all other affiliates earn routine returns.Instead, mandate that residual profit is located in country of sale to third partyInterest expenses: Partial consolidation provides less simplicity gains, But would likely curb avoidance
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Consolidation of total income - most significant simplicity gains
• But most dramatic overhaul of tax system needed

Residual profit allocation (FA for intangible returns)
• Hybrid regime:

– Use ALP to determine routine profit in place of economic activity
– Use formula apportionment to allocate residual

• Smaller deviation from current system
• Targeted response to curb evasion

Consolidation of which income?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rely on hybrid regimeFocus on problematic parts of income.Intangible returns: Typical structure under ALP: intangible assets owned in low-tax jurisdiction, earn residual profit, all other affiliates earn routine returns.Instead, mandate that residual profit is located in country of sale to third partyInterest expenses: Partial consolidation provides less simplicity gains, But would likely curb avoidance
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Consolidation of what income?

What constitutes a corporate group?

Ownership Activities

Total

PartialW
hi

ch
 in

co
m

e?
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Taxable income of US MNEs is highly sensitive to choice of factors

Source: IMF, 2014, Spillovers in International Taxation 

What’s an appropriate 
factor (combination)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assets, Sales, Payroll commonly discussed because easy to observe and objective (because with outside parties)Valuation of assets less objective but lots of experienceOther factors might be better for particular industriesSales rather immobile, but allocation of sales less so (incentive to set up physical presence in low tax country) Can we use experience from federal states?Substantial revenue for high-tax countries: Move to FA revenue-neutral with reduction in corporate tax ratesMove towards sales-based formulas could leave developing economies out of the equation.
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• Historically, focus on Assets, Sales, Employees
– Easy to observe
– Third-party transactions or hard to manipulate (intangible assets?)

• But industry-specific factors also possible
– Natural resources for extractives sector
– User-generated value for digital economy

• Factors determine
– Allocation of tax revenue 
– Response of firms (Efficiency)
– Degree of tax competition

Choice of factors involves 
difficult equity-efficiency tradeoff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assets, Sales, Payroll commonly discussed because easy to observe and objective (because with outside parties)Valuation of assets less objective but lots of experienceOther factors might be better for particular industriesSales rather immobile, but allocation of sales less so (incentive to set up physical presence in low tax country) Can we use experience from federal states?
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Global – potentially biggest gains
• Country-by-country reporting increases feasibility
• Agreeing on base and formula remains challenging

Unilateral/regional adoption
• Experiences to draw from Germany, US, Canada, CCCTB
• Might incentivize adoption of FA in other countries
• Efficiency gains less clear

– Tax avoidance between region and rest of the world
– Consistency with treaties? Risk of double or non-taxation? 
– Compliance costs

Adoption – at what level?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Art. 7 and 9 refer to the ALP. However, FA could be interpreted as the closes feasible approximation to arm’s length resultGlobabl:Less risk of double taxationLess room for avoidance
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Session 2 – experience with FA :
– What are the implications of FA choices for the behavior of firms?
– How does FA affect tax competition between subnational governments?
– What are the main political/technical challenges? 

Session 3 – the international perspective:
– Can we achieve a fair and efficient division of taxing rights?
– Should countries use FA as a minimum tax?
– Should countries be able to choose their own formula? 
– Should formulary methods complement or replace the current system?

Questions for today



THANK YOU!
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